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Abstract. In this paper, we present the system design and the key
techniques of our mobile robot platform called KeJia-LC, who won the
first place in the demo challenge on Benchmarkinng Service Robots in
RoboCup 2015. Given the fact that KeJia-LC is a low-cost version of our
KeJia robot without shoulder and arm, several new technical demands
comparing to RoboCup@Home are highlighted for better understanding
of our system. With the elaborate design of hardware and the reasonable
selection of sensors, our robot platform has the features of low cost, wide
generality and good extensibility. Moreover, we integrate several func-
tional softwares (such as 2D&3D mapping, localization and navigation)
following the competition rules, which are critical to the performance of
our robot. The effectiveness and robustness of our robot system has been
proven in the competition.

Keywords: Low-cost mobile robot platform · Benchmarking service
robots · RoboCup competition

1 Introduction

Competitions have been broadly used as an effective venue for promoting scien-
tific and technological progress in robotic research. Many robotic competitions
are held around the world every year, such as RoboCup competition, DARPA
Robotics Challenge, Robot Cleaning Competition [1]. Particularly for the domes-
tic service robots area, RoboCup@Home has been widely considered as the
most influential testbed. It’s nearly ten years since the first RoboCup@Home
competition was held in 2006. Now we can clearly see the great advance that
has been manifested by the competition in various robotic research including
navigation, speech recognition, human-robot interaction and object recognition.
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Most recently, a survey article [8] has been published for comprehensively eval-
uating this progress over the past decade.

Although the RoboCup@Home competition indeed boosts the research on
domestic service robots, it still has limitation in the aspect of scientific signifi-
cance [1]. To address this, the RoCKIn project [10] has been proposed and aims
to design and initiate a scientific robotic competition using the global Motion
Capture System (MoCap), which can provide the ground truth of robot’s perfor-
mance. The demo challenge on Benchmarking Service Robots (BSR) shares the
same motivation to the RoCKIn. More importantly, it also proposes quantitative
measurements for robotic research especially for low-cost platform.

The BSR workshop & demo challenge is a sub-event of RoboCup 2015, and
successfully attracted ten teams to join in the competition lasting for three days.
During the competition, our KeJia-LC robot demonstrated the abilities of 3D
navigation, dynamic environment perception, accurate localization, etc. In the
remainder of this paper, we will detail our robot hardware and software design
that were developed for this competition.

2 Background of the Demo Challenge on BSR

The BSR competition has two main intentions that have been reflected clearly in
the rules. Firstly, it attempts to accelerate the emergence of a standard mobile
robot platform that should be low-cost, universal and extensible. Only a low-
cost platform, at least not expensive, could possibly adapt to the affordability of
different teams. The cost of the robots (shown in Fig. 1) in the RoboCup@Home
league is usually higher than the acceptable level of some teams who are eager to
participate. The expensive “threshold price” has been an issue hindering the fur-
ther expansion of the RoboCup@Home league, and it is the reason why the cost
of the robots in this competition is limited to a certain amount. Secondly, the
BSR competition itself also intends to be more scientific, and even a benchmark-
ing tool which could be treated as an objective performance evaluation of robot
systems. As it is known, RoboCup@Home [12,13] is more focused on assessing
the performance of integrated robot system through executing several high-level
tasks, sometimes the teams just know the results that they fail in tests, but it’s
difficult for them to trace the causes and reproduce the runtime scenarios. The
BSR competition utilizes a optical MoCap to obtain the ground truth of robot’s
trajectories, which provide a possible method to evaluate robots’ performance
using specific quantitative measurements.

At present stage, the rules of BSR competition mainly involve the precision
of odometry, localization and navigation, the perception of environment and the
reaction to dynamic change.

2.1 Rules and Skills

According to the rules1, the whole BSR competition is divided into two stages
and a final. In Stage I, the teams are required to complete several simple tasks
1 http://www.robocup2015.org/upload/Benchmarking/Rules draft 1.2release.pdf.

http://www.robocup2015.org/upload/Benchmarking/Rules_draft_1.2release.pdf
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with odometer sensor under different load conditions, any other auxiliary sen-
sors are prohibitive. The score of Stage I depends on the distance between the
expected motion distance/angle and the actual measured values. In Stage II,
robots are required to reach several waypoints in correct order under different
load conditions. Between different waypoints, robots need to avoid different types
of obstacles, such as hollow chairs, small objects and moving people. Perhaps,
the most interesting obstacle is the double-arch door (shown in the Fig. 2), there
are two slider beams in such a door and the height is adjusted randomly in the
competition, hence the robot must decide whether and which channel it’s able
to pass through. The score of Stage II depends on the number of the waypoints
robots reaches successfully and the precision of the robots’ stopping positions.
The form of the Final Stage is same with Stage II, but the degree of difficulty
increases.

Fig. 1. Robots in RoboCup@Home 2015 Fig. 2. Double-arch door

Besides the mentioned rules, the robot must meet the cost restriction.
Detailly, the hardware cost or the market retail price of the basic mobile plat-
form should be less than 10,000 RMB (about 1,600 USD). Meanwhile, the price
of any extended sensors should be not more than 50 % of the basic mobile robot
platform. In addition, we also need to consider the load capacity of robot.

2.2 Different Requirements and Techniques with RoboCup@Home

Our teamWrightEagle@Homehave takenpart in six consecutiveRoboCup@Home
competitions since 2010, all our related techniques are developed with the require-
ments of RoboCup@Home. In order to adapt to the new rules of BSR competition,
we need to find out the unexplored technological demands.

Cost Restriction. The cost restriction has a great influence on the hardware
design, we have to try out a set of hardware equipments which satisfy both the
constrains of cost and performance. The situation of RoboCup@Home league
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is quite different, the teams are allowed to select any kind of equipment and
sensors. In most case, a common laser scanner is much more expensive than the
whole robot in the BSR competition.

Precision of Navigation. The BSR competition is more concerned about the
precision of robot navigation, which directly determines the test score. Unlike
in the RoboCup@Home competition, there is no specific restriction of reaching
points, just within the tolerable range of where they are supposed to be.

Load Capacity. The load capacity of robot is seldom considered especially
in domestic environment. In BSR competition, the mobile robot platform is
expected at least to bear the weight of 20 kg (nearly the weight of a bag of rice),
this regulation could be thought of increasing the versatility under different
occasions.

Perception of 3D Environment. With the rapid development of sensor
technology, many new 3D sensors (e.g., Microsoft Kinect, Xtion Pro Live) are
emerging, which provide reliable perception of 3D environment. To perceiving
obstacles in the BSR competition, the robots are strongly recommended to equip
with additional 3D sensors rather than exclusive planar lasers. In fact, it’s also
hard to perceive the dynamic changes with cheap laser scanner.

Uneven Floor. In the latest rulebook of RoboCup@Home [11], it notes that
minor unevenness such as carpet, transitions in floor covering between different
areas, and minor gaps are expected. But in setting of real competition area, these
thorny things are avoided to the greatest extent. In the BSR competition, the
robot are explicitly expected to step over unevenness with the maximal height
of 3 cm.

3 Hardware Design of KeJia-LC

The KeJia-LC robot platform aims to be a low-cost, general and extensible robot
chassis. As shown in Fig. 3, the shape of the chassis is a square box with size of
50∗50∗30 cm, which is suitable for passing across narrow passages and avoiding
obstacles in common domestic environment. Under the metal shell of chassis,
some metal strips constitute the framework of the platform, this structure gives
the chassis good loading capacity (even the weight of an adult). In front of the
chassis, there exists a groove with depth of 10 cm, it could endure heavy objects
because the bottom of the groove is supported on the baseplate. The whole
chassis is driven by differential structure, it consists two concentric wheels and
a passive omni-directional wheel, which endows KeJia-LC platform with a good
maneuverability and stability. On the chassis, an adjustable support bracket is
fixed, where the two sensors (e.g., Kinect and laser scanner) are mounted.

In the hardware design of KeJia-LC, we have taken many issues into account,
and some special concerns are listed as follow:
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Fig. 3. (a) The front of the chassis (b) The bottom of the chassis (c) The RPLIDAR
laser scanner

(1) Selection Principles of Motor Drive: The motor drive system mainly includes
three parts: electric motor, motor reducer and motor controller, each of
them has influence on the performance of the mobile platform and the cost.
The mobile platform is expected to have a powerful motivator, therefore we
choose a homemade high-quality DC motor with considerable volume. As
to motor reducer, we adopt the planetary reducer rather than the harmonic
reducer for these reasons: (a) The price of harmonic reducer commonly is
much more expensive than planetary, which will greatly increase the budget.
(b) The platform may suffer violent vibration when moving on uneven floor,
which will cause serious damage to harmonic reducer but less to planetary.
The chosen motor controller has rich control interfaces, moreover its price
is reasonable. In general, the cost of the whole motor drive system is about
3,000 RMB.

(2) Selection Principles of Sensors: The extended sensors of KeJia-LC robot
platform include a kinect and a laser scanner presently. The kinect has been
widely used for 3D environment perception with many robots, and lots of
related techniques have been developed, which are quite useful for our com-
petition work. To seek for a low-cost, usable laser scanner is a quite hard job,
fortunately, we found a product named RPLIDAR (shown in Fig. 3), it per-
forms 360 degree scanning with the detection range of 6 m. With the usage
of RPLIDAR2, we implemented our mapping, localization and navigation
modules.

4 Software Design

4.1 Odometry Parameters Calibration

According to the rules of Stage I, only the robot has accurate odometry without
external sensors could get a high score. To get a precise odometry of our robot, we
2 http://www.robopeak.com/blog/?p=587.

http://www.robopeak.com/blog/?p=587
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need to determine which parameters should be tuned accurately. As illustrated
in Fig. 4, the movement of the robot platform is composed by rolling of the two
wheels. The trajectory of the robot in a short time is usually considered as an
arc (Fig. 5), thus, the calculation formulas are derived as:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Δθ = (l2 − l1)/d

Δx = sinΔθ ∗ (l1 + l2)/2Δθ

Δy = (1 − cosΔθ) ∗ (l1 + l2)/2Δθ

x
′
= x − sinθ ∗ Δy + cosθ ∗ Δx

y
′
= y + sinθ ∗ Δx + cosθ ∗ Δy

θ
′
= θ + Δθ

(1)

where (x, y, θ) is the odometry data at the last time, (Δx,Δy,Δθ) is the tiny
movement in the robot’s coordinate, the (x

′
, y

′
, θ

′
) is the new calculated odom-

etry data. Thereinto, the l1, l2 get from:

li = ΔEi ∗ 2πr/R (i = 1, 2) (2)

In Eq. 2, the ΔEi is the increased position values of encoder i in one update
cycle and the R means the reduction ratio. It’s obvious that the wheels distance
d and the wheels radius r are the key parameters to the odometry precision.

Fig. 4. The structural model of differ-
ential wheels

Fig. 5. The motion model of differen-
tial wheels

In order to simplify the tuning operation, we divide the process into two
steps. In the first step, we choose to obtain the true value of the wheels radius
r, because the odometry is only determined by r when moving straightly. With
the great deal of feedback data collected by the MoCap, it’s natural to the
regard parameter tuning as a data fitting problem. We simply assume that the
trajectories of robot straight movement are ideal lines, so just the displacements
between the start positions and the stop positions need to be recorded by MoCap
(ignoring the orientation). After the parameter r is determined, we command
the robot to spin and collect the orientation measurements, then wheels distance
d also can be computed with the same method.
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4.2 Mapping, Localization and Navigation

Mapping Technique. The basic requirement of participants in Stage II is to
navigate in the competition field autonomously. Before this, a presentation of the
competition area should be built, hence the mapping technique is introduced.
The particle filter based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [4,5]
methods have been proven to be effective and pragmatic in robotic applications,
and many mature implementations are available online. These mapping tech-
niques work well in our case in general, and some changes are made in accordance
with the practical situation. The range of the RPLIDAR laser is limited (6 m),
which is often let the robot to be “blind” in open area. Owing to the accuracy of
the well-tuned odometry, even if the laser data provide no sufficient information
to ascertain robot pose, our robot still could keep a confident estimation of its
position for certain long distance.

Besides the 2D grid map, we also created the 3D map of the environment
with Kinect. RGB-D mapping have been a hot research subject recently [2,6],
many algorithms are proposed. Here, we don’t focus on making new progress
on RGB-D mapping domain, but try to apply the existing approaches to our
competition work. The mapping method from RTAB-MAP3 [9] is employed to
align the point cloud frame to global coordinate, the outcome is the point cloud
map of environment. The drawbacks of the point cloud map are that the sensor
noise and dynamic objects can’t be handled directly and that it is not convenient
to integrate with navigation module. After obtaining the point cloud map, we
convert it to the OctoMap proposed by [14], which use a tree-based structure to
offer maximum flexibility and updatability.

These two maps are created using different techniques and in the unified
coordinate system, and in normal conditions, they are matched well with each
other. Both maps describe the primary objects that rarely change in the envi-
ronment, and the local map of navigation will be copied from the static maps
and updated with the sensor data, which will be detailed in the next section.

Localization and Navigation. The localization is the prerequisites of accurate
navigation. Our localization module is based on adaptive Monte Carlo localiza-
tion method [3], which uses self-adapted particle filter to track the robot pose
against a known 2d map. To acquire more precise pose, we add a scan match
post-process with all the particles, which could eliminate the sampling error. The
localization precision also depends on the resolution of the map, the resolution
is usually set to 2–5 cm for common indoor environment. In consideration of the
measurement accuracy of the cheap laser (1% error within the range of 6 m),
resolution lower than 2 cm is unnecessary for our application.

The major challenge of navigation module is to deal with the dynamic obsta-
cles that can’t be perceived only by planar laser. With the 3D map of the environ-
ment built previously, we project the spatial obstacles onto a plane with regard
to the height of the robot [7]. Similar to the previous researches, our navigation

3 http://introlab.github.io/rtabmap/.

http://introlab.github.io/rtabmap/
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module is combined with global and local planners. The local planner is operated
on a moving local map centered with robot, at the very start the local map is
copied from global static map, then updated with the coming of laser data and
kinect data. With all these techniques, our robot is capable of avoiding all kinds
of dynamic obstacles and even pass through narrow “tunnels” – not to mention
the particular double-arch doors in the BSR competition.

4.3 Coordinate Transformation Between MoCap and Maps

The purpose of Stage II is testing the precision of the robot’s stopping positions,
which should be only affected by localization and navigation modules. But in
fact, different teams have their own methods to build the maps of the competition
area, it’s impractical to force all maps to be in a same coordinates with MoCap.
Thus, 10 coordinate values (in the MoCap coordinate) of landmarks are given
to the teams (shown in the Fig. 6), all the landmarks are apt to discern in their
own maps.

Fig. 6. The red points are the 10 selected landmarks (Color figure online)

Once the coordinate values are provided, the transformational relation
between MoCap and robot’s map can be uniquely identified by at least three
pairs of matched points. In the real case, the mapping errors are not linearly
distributed within the realistic scenarios. So, we should take full advantage of
the 10 pairs of points to decrease the errors in the conversion.

As described above, we give a mathematical formalization of this problem.
Let Pi = [xi, yi, 1] represent the i point in the MoCap coordinate, the P

′
i =

[x
′
i, y

′
i, 1] indicates the i point in map coordinate, and our aim is to get a transfer

matrix T that could minimize the Euclidean distance:

T̂ = argmin
∑

i

(Pi · T − P
′
i )

2 (3)

Given Eq. 3, the conversion error is suppressed fewer than 7 cm on average.
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5 Competition Results

5.1 Competition Results

The competition field is shown as Fig. 7, the size of the area is about 7*7 m,
covered by 12 distributed optical cameras of MoCap and 4 video cameras at
each corner. A triple-marks set (Fig. 8) is installed on the robot, afterward, the
robot will be regard as a rigid body attached with the set.

Fig. 7. The competition field of BSR Fig. 8. The triple-marks set used for
tracking robot’s pose

The Stage I. In the Stage I, we chose all three weight of loadings (10 kg, 20 kg
and optional 40 kg) and the ultimate results are listed in the Table 14. The linear
motion error is very small and neglectable with the well-tuned parameter (i.e.,
the wheels radius r). As to the rotate motion error, it’s much more intractable.
Under the different loading conditions, the same wheels distance parameter d
results in diverse errors, which may be caused by the unbalanced weight distrib-
ution. Solving this problem, we calculates a set of parameters in different loading
conditions, and in the competition, we chosen a proper parameter d from the
list according to the actual loading weight.

The Stage II and Final. Before Stage II, we controlled the robot to go around
the competition to establish the 2D and 3D maps. To overcome the limited range
of RPLIDAR, we made the robot to move close to the wall and obstacles. The
outcomes of the mapping process are shown in Fig. 10, the resolution of both
types of maps is 5 cm (Fig. 9).

Our advantage in Stage II and the Final is quite significant: our KeJia-LC
robot platform could avoid the objects flexibly and distinguish the state of the
double-arch door quickly (Fig. 11). Besides, the hardware superiority played an

4 The results of all teams can be seen from http://result.robocup2015.org/show/item?
id=77.

http://result.robocup2015.org/show/item?id=77
http://result.robocup2015.org/show/item?id=77
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Table 1. Score statistic of our team

Weight (kg) Expected Actual Error rate

Distance (m) Angle (◦) Distance (m) Angle (◦)

0 4 720 3.998 716.24 0.00333

20 4 720 3.999 721.22 0.00112

30 4 720 4.001 723.95 0.00339

40 4 720 4.003 721.65 0.00167

Fig. 9. The 2D map of the competition
field

Fig. 10. The 3D map of the competi-
tion field

important rule, the ability of stepping over unevenness brought us extra bonus,
making a big lead against all the other teams.

KeJia-LC robot reached all specified waypoints successfully and passed the
arch-door twice smoothly, where the average error is about 8 cm, a little higher
than the resolution of the maps. On the other hand, a frequently occurring flaw
is that the robot has difficulty in making a fine-tuning when already near to the

Fig. 11. The robot is judging the state of
the door

Fig. 12. The robot is passing through
the opened door
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waypoint, sometimes the robot rotated slowly for a long time to find a better
stopping position (Fig. 12).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present our KeJia-LC mobile robot platform, which is specially
designed for the demo challenge on BSR in RoboCup 2015. In order to achieve
high score in competition, related modules (including mapping, localization and
navigation) were developed and integrated according to the rules. Relying on
the stable and splendid performance of our robot in competition, out team won
the first place with a big advantage.

Although the contradiction between the performance and cost is inevitable,
while it’s still possible to make a trade off. Our KeJia-LC robot is a try in this
direction, the restriction of single sensor can be compensated with the data fusion
from multiple low-cost sensors. How to adapt the mature robotic algorithms to
new constrains is rarely explored and worth studying.

Inspired by the odometry parameters calibration, in the future, we could
make a further step on the problem of parameter calibration, which is a universal
issue, but it’s often solved by manual measuring presently. With the sufficient
measurements provided by MoCap, at least all the kinematic parameters would
be determined automatically.
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